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Are you looking for fun exciting things to do? Well look no further. â€œFun Things To Do When

You're Boredâ€• is the ultimate source for great ideas when you are staring at a white wall with

nothing to do. You fell there is no fun in your life, bored and alone. If you have ever felt this way, this

book is for you. You could decide between a cup of cappuccino that will drank away or buying this

book. In this book you can expect to find:-Large List of fun things to do when you're bored -Never be

Bored again tips-Mind changing attitude and incredible ideas. -The great inspiring story of the father

with his 3 children which could help you put your attitude in prospective.This book will not just teach

you fun things to do when you're bored, it will change your mindset about being bored so you will

never be bored again.Life is short, make the best out of it. See you on the other side.
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I thought this was going to have some actually creative ideas in it. Instead just the usual crap and

not even written well. Not even a good example of how to write a book. Who really publishes this

junk? Could you at least use a grammar check before it goes to print. Shame on  for passing off

what seems like a grade school kid's essay for an actual piece of literature worthy of a price tag!



my dad wont let me buy books o this cuz its a waste of mney... he sys. no i belive him. i got the

sample to see if it might be worth it... ABSOLUTELY NOT!! all it said was "we all have those days

were we are soooo bored... ya im bored ready the intro. then all i got from the sampe was to walk

dogs (which i do anyway) and to cook. this is a waste. it was a waste of my time. even if i only read

for two minutes. definitly dissapoinyed. if i could giv this a serious rating i would give it a negetive

bazillion katrillion.

ok well if you have a kindle just try a sample and if you want to delte yhis book then just press the

book down so i am talor swift and i hope you injoyed my review sorry my words are some times

messsed up

Well, I read the book and was quite amazed on how the author brought it all together. It actually

made sense not to be bored after reading this book because being bored can actually lead you

possible depression or even other things. But to keep in contest, he gives a good enough list of

things to do when you bored, give you tools on how to control your own mind on overlooking that

feeling and finally gives you that empowering short story at the end which totally change the way

things. You just have to read it until the end because of that story with the man with his 3 children. I

absolutely loved it.

This was a very helpful read. I would recommend this book for anyone looking for creativity. Good

reminder for creativity
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